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1. Aims 
This remote learning policy for staff aims to:  

● Ensure consistency in the approach to remote learning for pupils who aren’t in             
school 

● Set out expectations for all members of the school community with regards to             
remote learning  

● Provide appropriate guidelines for data protection  
● Ensure pupils unable to attend school remain fully included within the school            

community 
● Continue to ensure that every child receives the best education the school can             

provide them  
● Ensure that remote education is integrated in the curriculum so it is an essential              

part of the school curriculum, alongside classroom teaching, or in the case of a              
local lockdown 

2. Rationale 
At Co-op Academy Portland, most pupils do not have access to their own electronic              
device for accessing school activities (40 out of 158 pupils have a device for their own                
use Telephone Survey July 2020). 
We have organised the first wave of our Remote Learning Protocols with the primary              
focus of accessibility; our directed learning model has to be easily accessible off a              
mobile phone. 

For this reason, we have chosen PowerPoint/Google Slides to house our remote            
learning activities as it is easy to scroll down and presents the learning tasks in a                
step-by-step, linear fashion. 

Our families will continue to use ‘Dojo’ as the communication platform between parents             
and staff - as this is something that the Portland community is used to (one change at a                  
time!). 

Year 6 and Year 5 pupils have the most access to digital devices and consequently will                
access Google Classroom and interactive models such as Loom, Kahoots and           
Screencastify. Their google slides include ‘recorded live’ links and are available in the             
classwork section. The children can engage directly with the class teachers and peers             
using this platform through the message stream and by uploading work to a shared              
drive. Google Classroom is also used as a tool for preview and review of work and                
homework activities. Staff will work towards ‘live’ lessons in the event of a full bubble               
closure. 

There has been a huge change in focus at Coop Academy Portland in preparing              
children for their independent remote learning should the need arise, due to the low level               
of whole school engagement in the first national lockdown. 

We are passionate about not disadvantaging self-isolating families further by ensuring           
that our classroom curriculum provision matches the remote learning provision exactly.           
Class teachers and other classroom practitioners will facilitate catchup work for focused            
groups of children instead of their normal English and Maths lessons, with a primary              
focus on children with SEND and who are disadvantaged. 

Foundation subject activities will be sourced from The Oak Academy resources but will             
match our national curriculum programmes of study here at Coop Academy Portland.            
Teachers will adapt lessons where appropriate to promote communication, language          
and literacy and to develop opportunities for exercise, turn-taking and independence. 
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We try to embed the training from Hywel Roberts to engage our learners, and use               
narrative, story-telling and dramatic techniques to bring alive the content of the lesson.             
We want our learners to be ‘bothered’ about their remote learning activities and to              
visualise their teachers bringing their work to life at home, as well as in the classroom. 

3-step model 

Our Covid curriculum, in class and remotely, will follow a 3-step model to support our               
children’s learning. 

 

We will follow our Maths No Problem curriculum using images and models but we will               
teach our children this process to help support their learning and familiarise them with              
being inspired, having a scaffolded try and then working more independently. All            
parents in KS1 and KS2 have been invited to subscribe to the free Maths No Problem                
parent guides. These give families access to the appropriate textbook and workbook            
that we are using in school. Our children are familiar with using a maths mastery               
approach in school and using concrete resources. To overcome this barrier at home             
they have been introduced to using the interactive manipulatives available on Maths            
Bots. These include counters, dienes, number-lines and tens frames. LInks to these            
are added to maths slides. New mathematics vocabulary is highlighted, and use of             
online maths dictionaries are signposted.  

Clear outcomes will be identified to support senior leaders and subject leaders            
monitoring curriculum provision and progress. 

2. Roles and Responsibilities  
Senior leaders  

Alongside any teaching responsibilities, senior leaders are responsible for:  
● Co-ordinating the remote learning approach across the school.  
● Monitoring the effectiveness of remote learning 
● Monitoring the security of remote learning systems, including data         

protection and  safeguarding considerations 
● If the class teacher is unwell and unable to lead remote learning, then the Deputy               

Head will support any gaps for the children in their remote curriculum. If this is the                
case, home learning provision and systems may need to be adapted so that             
school leaders can continue to manage their leadership roles while carrying out            
remote learning for the class i.e. supply teacher used 

 
Designated safeguarding Lead  

The DSL is responsible for safeguarding concerns, including those related to remote            
learning. Teachers will immediately forward any concerning Dojo information to the           
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headteacher who will work with her Deputy DSLs to plan next steps of support.              
Families who are not engaging or answering their phones to school phone-calls will             
also be identified to the DSL team, primarily the Attendance and Welfare Officer if              
concern is attendance related. 

Teachers  
When providing remote learning, teachers will be available between 9am-3pm on their            
working days if their entire class is self-isolating. 
If a partial bubble closure has happened then teachers will be available to respond to pupil                
queries at certain points across the school day or at the end of the school day if appropriate.                  
Office staff are available to direct queries to teachers from parents or families, and teachers               
will try to respond as soon as possible. 
 
If teachers are unable to work due to sickness or caring for a dependent, they               
should report this using the normal absence procedure (contact Deputy Head after            
7am and contact school after 8:15am) sharing any plans for their class if possible.              
The Deputy Head will support remote classwork and will secure supply staff where             
appropriate. 
 
 
The Governors 
 
The governing board is responsible for strategically challenging the Headteacher          
in monitoring the school’s approach to providing remote learning. Questions about           
providing quality education to both children attending school and learning remotely           
from home is paramount.  
Ensuring that staff are certain that remote learning systems are appropriately           
secure, for both data protection and safeguarding reasons is also a key area for              
discussion and challenge. 
 

When providing remote learning, teachers are responsible for:  
● Planning and setting work for the children in their class, catering for all children with a                

significant focus on SEND and disadvantaged pupils. EHCP children or ‘red flag’            
children (significantly off-track) may have a separate daily task to complete 

 

● Providing 3 core lessons everyday in Reading, Writing and Arithmetic, although this            
includes Phonics work and handwriting work - particularly in KS1 - and form the              
primary focus for our Covid recovery. Opportunities for communication, language          
development and literacy will be embedded within our remote curriculum 

 

● Foundation subject tasks will be directed across the week with a focus on ‘being              
inspired’, raising cultural understanding and promoting communication, language and         
literacy, healthy living (including exercise), turn-taking and independence. These         
Foundation tasks may be non-paper based 

 

● All formal lessons and Foundation subject tasks will be provided for 4 out of the 5                
working days with time for outdoor activities, exercise, reading for pleasure and            
mind-friendly activities. Children catching up with the week’s work also has to be             
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factored in, as falling behind and feeling ‘swamped’ was a key concern of children in               
upper KS2 in the first lockdown 

 

● Teachers will provide exercise books and stationery to our children so that they             
can continue to record their work as they would do in class. Same standards              
and the same individual targets of improvement will be set 

 

Informing Senior Leaders of illness or absence: 

● Staff will ring Kirstie Allen after 7am informing her of their situation regarding             
Covid illness (so that immediate plans and measures can be put in place), and              
will formally contact school after 8:15am to report absence to HR Lead Chloe             
McKay 

What will the remote learning environment look like? 

● Children will access their class’ work by visiting our school website and clicking             
the Home Learning button. They will find their class listed and their work in              
order of weeks 

● Each week (i.e. Week 1) will show a PowerPoint/Slides presentation with a            
linear ‘flow’ of lessons, set out in the same order each week. Objectives will be               
shared with the pupil as a task title and the work set will follow the 3-step                
process (shown in the diagram above) 

● In all years, but particularly in Year 2 and Year 6, exam style questions will be                
used in the ‘have a go’ work to ensure familiarity with the SATS style questions 

● Teachers will use resources provided by Maths No Problem, Read Write Inc,            
the Oak National Academy, Times Table Rockstars, Spelling Shed, Kahoots,          
White Rose Maths and BBC Bitesize, as well as other resources identified by             
school curriculum leaders 

● These resource-based activities will be housed in a PowerPoint/Google Slides          
published weekly on the school website focusing on 3 core areas of learning:             
reading/phonics, writing and arithmetic 

● The work will be set alongside foundation subject activities with a           
communication, language and literacy focus, and fitness/mental wellbeing        
challenges. Turn-taking and independence will also feature in our remote          
learning work 

● Children and families can choose from a variety of communication channels for            
liaising with their class teacher; this could be via email, phone-call, google            
classroom or dojo 

● Children will be provided with exercise books for remote learning (and           
stationery) and workpacks for children who have limited digital access [these           
packs will go home with children and will reflect their curriculum classwork] 

3. SEND and Vulnerable Pupils 
How will SEND children be catered for? 
● SEND children will have a bespoke curriculum programme which will be in line with              

their age-related standard 
● Specific equipment or resources usually used in school will be issued to support             

home-learning 
● Children with Speech and Language needs will continue to access their learning by             
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their speech and language TA virtually (laptops will be provided for these children) 
● Poor and reluctant readers with SEND difficulties will be heard read over the phone              

(or virtually) 3 times per week 
● Children in upper KS2 can continue to access their daily IDL English and Maths              

tasks at home. 
● Children with EAL who are new to our school will be signposted to activities from               

British Council (Kids) and will be provided with resources from Inclusion hub.  
 

How will vulnerable families be contacted, especially if pupils are not engaged? 
● Teachers will contact pupils directly via phone-call and log any concerns with the             

Safeguarding Leads to follow up with house calls and external agency liaisons where             
appropriate. The expectation is that ALL families engage with our remote learning            
plans, and that not engaging with their son/daughter/ward’s education is not in the             
child’s interest 

● Children with an Educational Healthcare Plan (EHCP), or are in the process of             
applying for one, will have a bespoke programme of study set by the class teacher               
for them with a focus on improving independent reading, number bonds and            
communication, language and literacy (CLL). Role play, game playing and home           
activities will have explicit vocabulary words identified weekly to practise and respond            
to in their home settings; this will be led and directed by the class teacher and                
monitored by SENDCo 

 
Will interventions or bespoke tutoring continue? 
● Teachers and teaching assistants will endeavour to maintain their programmes with           

their allocated pupils. This includes Speech and Language programmes. Maths          
tutoring programmes, ELSA programmes and 1:1 catch-up booster work 

 
Subject Leads 
● Subject and Area Leads will continue to monitor their subject across the whole             

school and set up meetings with colleagues to discuss strengths and areas for             
improvement. Subject Leads will continue to engage with the Coop’s CPD           
programme for improvement and continue to undertake qualifications started prior to           
lockdown bubble closure 

4. Parents’ Expectations of Teachers and Staff 
● Teachers will be available (unless presenting with symptoms of Covid or illness) for             

facilitating remote learning in the normal working hours of the school day (term time);              
where another teacher cannot facilitate remote learning, a supply teacher will           
continue with this 

● Office staff, Deputy Head teacher and Head teacher will be available to support             
families in any situation and can signpost families to places for support 
 

     How will feedback be given? 
● Pupils can email their work to the classteacher or take a photo of their work and                 

send it to the school mobile via whatsapp. They can ask questions via dojo or               
interact with teachers via google classroom. The office will always be open in term              
time to drop off and pick up work once it has been marked 

● We know that many of our families don’t have individual devices for interactivity so              
our feedback model provides flexibility for families 

 
Families will be informed who to contact for support with problems with remote learning;              
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technical issues with devices; educational issues; mental health issues; financial issues           
impacting on food for your family or any type of medical or safeguarding issue including               
domestic violence.  
We see our job as putting families in touch with organisations who can help. 

6. Data Protection - Keeping Devices Secure 
Parents, pupils and staff members alike will take appropriate steps to ensure the remote              
learning devices remain secure. This includes, but is not  limited to:  
Keeping the device password-protected – strong passwords are at least 8 characters, with a              
combination of upper and lower-case letters, numbers and special characters (e.g. asterisk            
or currency symbol) - school will allocate passwords for children’s chromebooks. 
Making sure the device locks if left inactive for a period of time. 
Not sharing the device among family or friends. 

7. Safeguarding  
Please refer to Child Protection and Safeguarding Policy on our school website; report any              
concerns to the Headteacher, Deputy Headteacher and Attendance WElfare Officer. 

7. Links with other policies  
This policy is linked to our:  
Behaviour policy  
Child protection policy and coronavirus addendum to our child protection policy  
Data protection policy and privacy notices  
Home-school agreement  
ICT and internet acceptable use policy  
Online safety policy 
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